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Malawi Project 2014-2018

Project financed by EU to strengthen the capacity of the Malawi National Statistical Office (NSO) to efficiently process, package and disseminate, reliable and up-to-date trade data

- Workshop trainings on trade data processing and statistical analysis using SAS, SQL, MS Access, MS Excel
- Development and implementation on NSO computers of a new application developed by ITC to detect trade data outliers and compute trade indices
- Development and implementation of a new trade information application available on the NSO web site for disseminating Malawi trade data
Other ITC’s activities related to IMTS

• Following a request received from STATIN Jamaica, a workshop was organized in Kingston to train STATIN staffs on SAS programs developed by ITC to detect trade data outliers and compute trade indices (2015)

• Many workshops are delivered by ITC to train analysts on methodologies for analyzing trade performance and export potential based on Trade Map and other ITC tools data

• ITC Trade Map

• Collaboration with international organizations